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ABSTRACT
Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph data allow us to study the solar transition region (TR) with an unprecedented
spatial resolution of 0.′′33. On 2013 August 30, we observed bursts of high Doppler shifts suggesting strong
supersonic downflows of up to 200 km s−1 and weaker, slightly slower upflows in the spectral lines Mg ii h and
k, C ii 1336, Si iv 1394 Å, and 1403 Å, that are correlated with brightenings in the slitjaw images (SJIs). The
bursty behavior lasts throughout the 2 hr observation, with average burst durations of about 20 s. The locations of
these short-lived events appear to be the umbral and penumbral footpoints of EUV loops. Fast apparent downflows
are observed along these loops in the SJIs and in the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly, suggesting that the loops
are thermally unstable. We interpret the observations as cool material falling from coronal heights, and especially
coronal rain produced along the thermally unstable loops, which leads to an increase of intensity at the loop
footpoints, probably indicating an increase of density and temperature in the TR. The rain speeds are on the higher
end of previously reported speeds for this phenomenon, and possibly higher than the free-fall velocity along the
loops. On other observing days, similar bright dots are sometimes aligned into ribbons, resembling small flare
ribbons. These observations provide a first insight into small-scale heating events in sunspots in the TR.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Energy is transported along coronal loops, which can be
observed as siphon flows, coronal rain, or plasma accelerated by
flares and explosive events. Early observations of the transition
region (TR) reported bright fan-shaped features above sunspot
umbrae, called plumes (Foukal et al. 1974). Plumes are the
bright lower parts of coronal loops and show downflows of
20–40 km s−1 at TR temperatures, with rare second components
up to 150 km s−1 (Dere 1982; Nicolas et al. 1982; Gurman 1993).
Their main characteristic is enhanced emission at upper TR
temperatures (105–106 K), supported by measurements of the
differential emission measure (Brosius 2005; Tian et al. 2009).
Plumes can be stable over consecutive observing days (Brosius
& White 2004), and fade when the downflows disappear
(Brosius 2005).
The velocities measured at the footpoints of coronal loops
give us insight into the physical processes of energy transport
and may help to answer the open question of the coronal energy
budget. In particular, driving mechanisms, such as siphon flows,
free fall, or particle acceleration will result in different velocity
distributions. The statistics of downflow velocities in the TR in a
large number of sunspots are limited so far (Brekke et al. 1990;
Gurman 1993; Brynildsen et al. 2004; Tian & et al. 2014) with
some reports of no supersonic velocities above several umbrae,
and others finding supersonic downflows in multiple sunspots,
mostly above the penumbra.
Coronal rain corresponds to emission in chromospheric and
TR lines from neutral or partially ionized material occurring at
timescales of minutes along coronal loops (Kawaguchi 1970;
Leroy 1972; Levine & Withbroe 1977). It is thought to be
produced by the thermal instability mechanism (Parker 1953;
Field 1965) when radiative losses exceed heating. Strong heating
at loop footpoints may lead to a high plasma density in loops
and therefore strong radiative losses. Numerical simulations
indicate that in specific physical conditions (depending on the
loop length and the heating scale length, among others), the
conductive heating flux cannot compensate the radiative losses
in the corona (Antiochos et al. 1999; Karpen et al. 2001). The
radiative losses increase as the plasma cools, which may result in
catastrophic (self-amplifying) cooling. The loss of temperature
is accompanied by a loss of pressure, which accretes plasma
from the surroundings, leading to the localized formation of
condensations (Goldsmith 1971; Hildner 1974; Antiochos &
Klimchuk 1991; Mu¨ller et al. 2004). Such structures appear
clumpy in chromospheric lines and are usually observed to fall
much slower than free fall (Mackay & Galsgaard 2001; Antolin
& Verwichte 2011).
In the photosphere and chromosphere, supersonic downflows
are either relatively rare or hard to observe. They were reported
in the He i 10830 Å line at 40 km s−1 in plage and at loop
footpoints near a pore (Schmidt et al. 2000; Lagg et al. 2007). In
the latter case, the photospheric velocity at that location was only
1 km s−1, indicating a transition from supersonic to subsonic
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Figure 1. Sunspot with emission dots above its umbra/penumbra: AR 11836 with a lightbridge splitting the sunspot on 2013 August 30. A SJI 1400 overview is on
the left, temporal evolutions of the region marked by a white box on the right. The vertical black line is the spectrograph slit. The left white arrow points to a faint loop
that ends in a bright dot (right arrow). The images show that the emission evolves on timescales of minutes.
(An animation and a color version of this figure are available online.)
velocities between those layers. Such a transition leads to a
shock front in the atmosphere and is visible as emission (Cargill
& Priest 1980).
In this Letter, we will focus on first results from the recently
launched Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS; De
Pontieu et al. 2014) showing highly dynamic bright footpoints
of coronal loops/plumes with supersonic velocity components.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
IRIS records spectra in three passbands: the near ultravi-
olet (NUV; 2782.7–2835.1 Å), and the far ultraviolet (FUV;
1331.7–1358.4 Å and 1389.0–1407.0 Å). Additionally, a slitjaw
image (SJI) can be obtained simultaneously with the spectra, in
one of four different filters.
For the velocity analysis, we focus on an observation taken on
2013 August 30 from 13:09–15:24 UT. This observation was a
medium-sized (60′′ along the slit) sit-and-stare with an exposure
time of 4 s, targeting AR 11836. SJI were obtained in the 1400
(Si iv) and 2796 (Mg ii k) filters with a cadence of 10 s. Their
spatial resolution is 0.′′33 and 0.′′4, respectively. Additionally, we
show SJI 1400 images of AR 11793 that were obtained on 2013
July 19 during various observing sequences from 6 to 10 UT
to illustrate the fast changes of a ribbon of bright emission
dots. Calibrated Level 2 data were used, which include a dark
correction, flatfielding, geometric and wavelength corrections.
No detectable flares occurred during our observations.
We observed highly dynamic bright points in sunspots,
which can change their appearance within seconds to minutes.
They appear above locations in the umbra and penumbra, as
determined from photospheric images. Figures 1 and 2 show
examples from two observing days. For the global context,
we aligned the 1400 IRIS SJI with the 1600 Å passband of
The Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO)/Atmospheric Imaging
Assembly (AIA; Lemen et al. 2012). The co-alignment shows
that the bright dots coincide with footpoints of coronal loops
and is discussed in Section 3.
We found these bright dots to be relatively common in active
regions, but they do not appear in every sunspot. However, due
to their fast changing nature and their small size, it has been rare
so far to have the IRIS spectrograph slit point exactly through
one of them. The observation from 2013 August 30 lasted more
than 2 hr and captured the spectra of several dots. Unfortunately,
the slit did not cross any dots on 2013 July 19 and we thus
have no information on the Doppler shifts, or confirmation that
the dots in fact are the same phenomenon, even though their
sizes and morphologies are similar. The temporal evolution on
2013 August 30 clearly shows apparent plasma motions into the
sunspot along loop trajectories with the footpoints repeatedly
increasing their intensities. While the events in the umbra are
easiest to observe due to their contrast, similar events seem
to occur in the lightbridge and the penumbra, but we do not
exclude other mechanisms for other bright dots, especially the
fainter dots in the penumbra.
3. PROPERTIES OF THE BRIGHT FOOTPOINTS
The drastic intensity changes evolve within seconds to min-
utes, and may appear anywhere in sunspots. The shape of the
ribbons may also change rapidly. Some observations only show
single dots, which seem to be common in light bridges and the
penumbra. With a FWHM of 0.′′35–0.′′7 (2–4 IRIS pixels), they
are too small to be resolved in AIA images, which is why these
events have not been reported before.
Figure 3 shows the temporal evolution of the Doppler shifts
of several spectral lines in a pixel inside the sunspot’s umbra
where a bright dot appears at times. Bursts of strong downflows
(redshifts) up to 200 km s−1 are visible in all spectral lines. Sig-
nificantly weaker intensity enhancements (“blueshifts”), gener-
ally below −100 km s−1, are also visible in all lines, but best in
Mg ii, probably because its highest signal-to-noise ratio. They
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Figure 2. Similar to Figure 1. AR 11793 on 2013 July 19, which shows emission dots in the shape of ribbons that resemble strings of pearls.
(An animation and a color version of this figure are available online.)
Figure 3. Temporal evolution (vertical axis) of a dot that repeatedly shows emission in four different spectral windows from 13:09 to 15:24 UT on 2013 August 30.
Horizontal axes are labeled in Doppler units with zero chosen to coincide with one spectral line. Strong downflows (up to 200 km s−1) and weaker upflows (example
location denoted by the arrow) are visible with burst lasting about 20 s. Also visible are sunspot oscillations with their characteristic sawtooth pattern. The images
were scaled with the 10th root to strongly increase their contrast.
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Figure 4. Evolution of Mg ii and C ii 1336 spectra during the appearance of a bright dot in the umbra on 2013 August 30. Their scaling is arbitrary and different for
Mg ii and C ii. Especially the FUV spectra, such as C ii, show significant changes in intensity and line shapes.
could be either true upflows, changes of the line profile shapes
(line broadening or raised line cores), or downflows from other
spectral lines. The observed “blueshifts” are not correlated to
the strongest line intensity increases, which would favor a ther-
mal broadening interpretation. Because they are visible in op-
tically thin and optically thick lines, line shape changes are
also unlikely. Redshifts from other spectral lines are unlikely
because there is no line visible to which the shifts could be
attributed. The most likely explanation is therefore that they
are of nonthermal origin, for example, upflows or turbulence,
which coincide temporally with strong downflows. However,
because of their low signal-to-noise ratios, it cannot be deter-
mined which spectral line shows the largest blueshifts. In the
bottom right panel, there is a line visible at x = 260 km s−1,
which belongs to the 3p–3d triplet of Mg ii and also sometimes
shows emission, generally during the downflow events. The ob-
served downflows are strongly supersonic, as the sound speed
(vs) lies below 50 km s−1, assuming the adiabatic approximation
vs =
√
γRT and a temperature around 104–105 K. There is no
time lag for these events between the different spectral lines, at
least to the accuracy of the interval of 5 s between consecutive
spectra.
The line profiles change their shapes significantly and on
short timescales. Figure 4 shows the evolution of the Mg ii
and the C ii 1336 spectra during 1.5 minutes (top to bottom),
which coincided with a bright dot appearing in the SJI. The
vertical dotted lines denote ±150 km s−1 for reference. A sudden
increase of intensity with significant downflows (extra peak in
all line profiles around x = 100 km s−1) is visible. The FUV lines
generally exhibit more drastic changes in intensity than Mg ii.
All these high-velocity events appear as additional shifted line
components, meaning that some plasma in the field of view is at
rest. Because of the multiple components and strongly variable
line profiles, Gaussian fitting has proven too unreliable for these
observations.
Figure 5 shows AR 11836 in several SDO passbands, ranging
from photospheric to coronal temperatures with the IRIS refer-
ence image at the top left. Traces of coronal loops can be seen
in the IRIS image ending in bright dots in the umbra. The faint
IRIS loops correspond to bright loops in AIA 171, 193 and 94,
whose intensities vary (see online animation). Apparent flows
along these coronal loops into the sunspot can also be observed
in these AIA passbands, and especially in the 304 passband,
where the loop system appears darker. A decrease in EUV in-
tensity can be caused by absorption of cool material (Anzer &
Heinzel 2005; Landi & Reale 2013).
4. DISCUSSION
Visually, the plasma falling along the loops observed with
IRIS closely resembles coronal rain. Ground-based observa-
tions have found that coronal rain has an average speed of
60–70 km s−1, with peaks up to 140 km s−1, and varies on
timescales of minutes (Antolin & Rouppe van der Voort 2012;
Antolin et al. 2012). It is estimated that 7%–30% of the coro-
nal volume exhibits rain, although estimates are difficult mainly
because of the low contrast of coronal rain on disk. To our
knowledge, this may be the first observation tracing coronal
rain into a sunspot’s umbra. One question is why our observed
velocities are slightly higher than those reported previously. It
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Figure 5. IRIS SJI 1400 (top left) and SDO images at the same time (15:16 UT on 2013 August 30). Faint loop parts can be seen in the IRIS image, which correspond
to bright loops in AIA 171 and 193 (white arrows). The bright dots visible in IRIS images are located at the ends of these loops (small red arrows).
(An animation and a color version of this figure are available online.)
could simply be an effect of different spatial resolutions, or it
could be related to the fact that we observe events inside the
umbra, where the gas pressure is lower, which may lead to less
deceleration. Siphon flows may play a role in the observations,
but it is unclear to what extent, especially because the other loop
footpoint is not observed. However, the process of coronal rain
formation involves flows, which does not exclude siphon flows.
Because falling dark blobs can be observed in IRIS and AIA im-
ages, coronal rain is very likely the dominating process. Visual
tracing of blobs in IRIS data, by creating intensity evolutions
along the blob trajectories, reveals much slower speeds (below
50 km s−1) than the IRIS spectra. The ratio of projected to line-
of-sight (LOS) velocity components is however similar to that
observed for off-limb observations of rain falling almost per-
pendicularly to the LOS. In that case, the projected component
is the faster component. Using Equations (2)–(4) from Antolin
et al. (2012) adapted to an on-disk scenario, we can determine
that the observed projected velocity of the blobs corresponds
to an angle of ∼5–20 deg above the footpoint with respect to
the loop baseline (angle ϕ in their Figure 12). Our observations
also resemble those of Reale et al. (2013), although on a much
smaller spatial scale.
4.1. Velocities—Faster than Free Fall?
To investigate the process of energy transport, we calculated
the free-fall velocity along elliptical loops according to Antolin
& Verwichte (2011). For an assumption of zero initial velocity
at the loop top (s = 0), the velocity vs along the loop can be
written as vs(s) =
√
2
∫ s
0 gsun cos θ (s ′)ds ′. From AIA images,
we determined the loop semilength (half the linear distance
between its footpoints, a) to be about 50 Mm, while its height (h)
is a free parameter and cannot be determined from the images.
The maximum velocities for a blob in such an elliptical loop
vary between 145 km s−1 and 180 km s−1, for h/a ratios of
0.5–2, respectively. Under pure free-fall conditions, we would
therefore need initial velocities of 20–50 km s−1 in order to
match the observed values. The required initial velocity may
even be higher if some expected deceleration due to collisions
with plasma at rest occurs. Flows with such values have been
previously observed near the apex of the loops with Hinode/
Solar Optical Telescope (Ofman & Wang 2008; Antolin et al.
2010).
4.2. Similarity to Flare Ribbons
Thermal instability appears to be the same for post-flare
loops and non-flaring active regions (Foukal 1978; Schmieder
et al. 1995). The observation on 2013 July 19 showed slightly
more activity than 2013 August 30, but there were only
microflares, the strongest of which occurred toward the end
of the observations while the emission dots were fading (see
online animation). Coronal rain was visible in AIA images
during the phase of the simple ribbon (before 7.40 UT). Then,
a jet-like activity ejected plasma, which can be seen falling
back down in AIA 304, additionally to the coronal rain, and
which coincides with the time when the ribbon changes shape. A
visual resemblance to flare ribbons is striking. They show similar
small-scale brightenings (e.g., Kleint 2012) when observed with
subarcsecond resolution. This is in agreement with the standard
flare model, where particles are accelerated along magnetic
field lines into the TR and chromosphere, probably leading
to isolated brightenings when the energy between neighboring
loops is not equal. The precipitating particles heat the footpoints,
leading to evaporation of dense and hot material into coronal
loops. As the radiative losses outweigh the heating, a thermal
instability may form in post-flare loops, which then may lead to
coronal rain falling into the ribbons and possibly contributes
to their brightness. Ribbon-like structures suggest a heating
correlation between neighboring loops. Such a correlation has
also been observed by Antolin & Rouppe van der Voort (2012)
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for coronal rain falling into pores, but with smaller correlation
lengths of about 2 Mm. Similar correlations are obtained in
2.5 D simulations (Fang et al. 2013), and can be explained by a
similar thermodynamic evolution of neighboring loops due to a
similar geometry and heating properties. On 2013 July 19, the
coronal rain and the falling plasma from the jet may both have
contributed to the dynamics of the ribbon, whose emission dots
closely resemble those from 2013 August 30.
We verified that no bright dots or unusually high velocities
were visible in the photospheric Hinode/SP 6301/6302 raster,
taken within an hour of our observations on 2013 August 30.
The fact that there were no flares during the IRIS observations
may explain why the bright dots were constrained to higher
atmospheric layers as the energy transported along the loop
was dissipated before reaching the photosphere and it would be
interesting to capture and compare an event connected to a flare.
4.3. Local Heating in the TR
Emission dots may either be observed when the supersonic
falling plasma undergoes a shock to subsonic speeds (Cargill
& Priest 1980) or possibly by collisions of the plasma with the
more dense atmosphere (Reale et al. 2013). While the location
of the shock front cannot be determined here, it must be lower
than the formation height of Mg ii, otherwise there would be no
supersonic velocities, and higher than that of Fe i 6301/6302,
because no unusually high velocities were seen there.
Probably because of the high downflow velocities, there is
no observable time lag between the different observed spectral
lines that form between 104 and 105 K. For a rapidly decreasing
temperature due to non-equilibrium, and with the possibility
that the loops are composed of different strands responding
slightly different to the heating and cooling, it is very likely to
obtain multi-temperature structures along the LOS (Reale et al.
2012). However, since they investigated cooling on timescales
of minutes, and not seconds as in our case, future modeling
efforts should verify that this process may occur on these shorter
timescales.
An increase of the local density and temperature is very likely,
both in the shock, and the collision scenario. The observation of
coronal rain also indicates heating at the loop footpoints, as the
current models for coronal rain require a thermal instability. The
observed upflow may be explained similarly to “chromospheric”
(in this case TR) evaporation: the TR heats faster than radiation
can carry the energy away, the temperature increase leads to an
increase of pressure and to an upward force, sending plasma
back into the corona. It is unclear if these upflows can flow
along the same field line as the downflows and one may need
to consider the role of partial ionization effects. Small-scale
brightenings with similar timescales have been observed in moss
(Testa et al. 2013) and near active regions (Regnier et al. 2014).
However, the mechanisms seem to be different in those cases
because no coronal rain was observed among other differences.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We reported small-scale brightenings that appear as bright
dots or ribbons in umbrae and penumbrae of sunspots. Spectra
of several lines that form at temperatures of 104–105 K show
bursts of supersonic Doppler shifts, mostly downflows up to
200 km s−1, but also weaker upflows on 2013 August 30.
Simultaneous AIA images of coronal passbands reveal these
dots to be located at the ends of coronal loops.
The maximum observed velocities probably require an initial
velocity at the loop apex, e.g., are faster than free fall. Our
comparably high final velocities at the footpoints could be
related to the lower gas pressure in sunspots or an unknown
acceleration mechanism. Once the downflowing plasma hits
more dense atmospheric layers, heating will be caused through
collisions or shocks when the speeds go from supersonic to
subsonic.
The kinetic energy from the downflowing plasma is probably
dissipated partly as local heating in the TR, which may lead
to the observed bright dots. The duration of a burst (intensity
increase and large Doppler shifts) is about 20 s. The IRIS SJI
show blobs of material falling into the sunspot, which may
be the first observation tracing coronal rain into an umbra.
These observations may contribute to the solution of the coronal
energy budget and in the future, it should be investigated
how frequent these events are, how much energy is deposited,
and through simultaneous observations in photospheric and
chromospheric lines, at which layer the energy is deposited.
Our observations suggest the presence of heating events in the
TR above sunspots, probably leading to catastrophic cooling
of loops. The successive brightenings resembling a string of
pearls suggest the existence of a strong and rather peculiar
correlation in heating for neighboring loops rooted in sunspots.
These observations demonstrate the power of IRIS to possibly
resolve the fine structure of downflows in the TR and they will
help to constrain related modeling efforts in terms of up- and
downflow velocities, heating leading to catastrophic cooling,
and heating in the low atmosphere due to collisions.
IRIS is a NASA small explorer mission developed and
operated by LMSAL with mission operations executed at NASA
Ames Research center and major contributions to downlink
communications funded by the Norwegian Space Center (NSC,
Norway) through an ESA PRODEX contract.
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